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Peter is one of the most interesting and influential figures in
the New Testament and in the formation of the early church. A
born leader, gregarious, tenacious, and bold, his name is often
mentioned first in lists of the apostles. Once the early Christians
began to grow in number, Peter assumed the prime position of
leadership given to him by Christ himself. yet Peter did not behave
in this position of power with the audacity and self-confidence
that a younger Peter might have. Instead, he exercised his authority
with zealous humility. Peter was at once intense, charismatic,
and modest, always directing attention to jesus.

During this study, you will examine the two surviving letters
from Peter. Here the once-boisterous apostle exhibits a matured
faith by reinforcing Christ’s call to personal holiness, embracing
suffering, and exuding personal humility.

A third letter under study, the epistle from jude, packs a powerful
punch. Though brief, this letter contains one of the starkest warnings
in all of Scripture. If the church can be described as a body, then
jude warns of a virus that will, if not detected and eradicated,
wreak havoc on the church. This letter, combined with Peter’s
two, provides a wealth of practical teaching that will yield three
insights in this study.

INTRODUCTION
Life Transformation



HOLINESS IS AN EVERYDAY MATTER
like many modern-day followers of jesus, Peter may have

wished he could forget the youthful indiscretions that character-
ized his early days in the faith. His missteps as a companion of
Christ are well-documented in the gospels. And during his early
days as a leader, Peter struggled to reconcile the freedom we have
in Christ with the strict demands of the Old Testament Scriptures.
So it comes as no surprise that a major theme of Peter’s later
teaching is the importance of the choices we make in daily
behavior. While holiness is a matter of the heart, Peter rightly
emphasizes that our love for god will be played out in the things
we choose to do each day. We can talk about holiness—and
should—but in the concrete world in which we live, holiness is
action. This is not legalism. Holiness does not consist in keeping
a list of rules but is the inevitable result of having a pure heart—
living a changed life.

SUFFERING STRENGTHENS THE BODY
The inevitability of suffering is a second major theme in

Peter’s writing. Christians will suffer on behalf of Christ. Peter’s
aim is to affirm that truth and to encourage those who are currently
suffering persecution for the sake of jesus. This sharing in Christ’s
suffering, he said, only makes the body stronger. We see this
truth borne out today as the church is growing explosively in
some areas where Christians are now being persecuted. We see
it in other, more subtle, ways in our own culture as godly living
is mocked and sacred things are defamed. Any challenge to faith
will strengthen the faithful.

The writings of Peter—along with Paul and james—call us not
only to endure suffering, but also to delight in it. When we are
persecuted, we have the honor of sharing in the afflictions of our
lord.
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WE ARE A BODY
From jude we learn another truth about the body of Christ, a

lesson of health management. jude warned early Christians of
false teachers in their midst and made the amazing claim that
each of us is responsible for the health of the community. When
the church faces any problem, it is easiest to believe that others
are responsible, that someone else can or should do something
about it. Not so, according to jude. We dare not wait for others
to confront error and correct the church. We are all responsible
for the health of this body.

As you study these candid, practical letters, you’ll gain a
sense of solidarity with the millions of Christians who have
come before you—and the many who will follow. From Pontus
to Peoria, from Cleveland to Cappadocia, we each bear the name
of the lord jesus Christ.
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A flamboyant sports personality once made this claim: “I am
the greatest boxing promoter in the world. And I say that humbly.”
Probably no other Christian virtue is as little understood as humility.
even when we try to be humble, we seem to fall short.

Humility is having a right attitude about oneself. It is not
thinking of ourselves more highly than we ought. Humility is that
elusive virtue that allows us to be hard on ourselves and easier on
others. Humility was perfectly modeled by jesus Christ, and His
humility is summarized by the apostle Paul in Philippians 2:7:
“[He] made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a servant.”
And humility is one more thing—the hallmark of a holy life. This
virtue is the guarantee that we will always get more of whatever
holiness we already possess; only the humble are spiritually hungry.

Throughout 1 Peter, the good apostle declared that humility is
the habit of holiness. He stressed the virtue of humility as a sort of
glue that binds together all other virtues. This study is a clear call
to follow the example of jesus Christ and to humble yourselves
so that you may become like Christ.

COMMENTARY
Although 1 Peter is only five chapters, it is brimming with

allusions to the writings of Paul, james, and the Old Testament.
It contains a plethora of exhortations to a church scattered
throughout Asia minor (1:1) undergoing intense persecution and

THE HABIT OF HOLINESS
1 Peter 5:1–14

Humility is a distinguishing characteristic of the Christian life.
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suffering. Peter was doing what many of us might do if we had
a friend struggling through difficult circumstances: write a letter
peppered with encouragement from Scripture. We might not cite
chapter and verse, but we would certainly depend more on god’s
words than on our own. We would offer every bit of helpful
advice we could think of, not necessarily going into great detail,
but offering nuggets of truth to refresh and motivate. And so it
is with Peter.

Expectation of Elders (1 Pet. 5:1–4)
Peter began by addressing the elders among you (v. 1).

Although the administrative structure of the church was not
highly developed at this time, the office of elder had already been
instituted (see Acts 11:30; 14:23; 20:17; 21:18). These men (gen-
erally older, but not always, as in the case of Timothy) were
responsible for the spiritual leadership of the church and the care
of its members. Peter addressed them first because leadership
always sets the example. I appeal as a fellow elder (1 Pet. 5:1).
Although Peter, as an apostle, had authority over these elders,
he chose to identify himself with them so they would realize he
was speaking as a brother who understood exactly what they
were experiencing. He reminded them that he was a witness of
Christ’s sufferings, which he also specifically mentioned in
Acts 3:15 and Acts 10:39. He may have mentioned this as a fur-
ther attestation to his authority or simply as a reminder that
Christ himself suffered on their behalf and Peter intimately
understood the struggle of his readers.

In 1 Peter 4:13, he had told them to rejoice in their sufferings
“that you may be overjoyed when his glory is revealed.” And Peter
identified with them here in 5:1, describing himself as one who
also will share in the glory to be revealed. Peter knew what it
was like to suffer. Acts 5:40 records his flogging, but it is probable
that he suffered many additional trials in subsequent years.
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Be shepherds of God’s flock that is under your care, Peter
exhorted in 1 Peter 5:2. They were to remember that the flock
was god’s, not theirs. like shepherds, they were to care for, lead,
guide, and protect their flock. But notice how they were to do it:
not because you must, but because you are willing (v. 2) and
not lording it over those entrusted to you, but being examples
(v. 3). They were to avoid the trap of becoming a hired hand, sim-
ply performing their duties because it was their job. Their manner
of ministry should be one of willing service, not of compulsion.

Peter also addressed the motives of the shepherds. He expected
them not to be greedy for money (v. 2) as was often the case with
itinerant teachers. It seems unlikely that the church would have

WORDS FROM WESLEY

1 Peter 5:2

What is a minister of Christ, a shepherd of souls, unless he is all
devoted to god? . . . Is he not called, above others, to be an example
to the flock, in his private as well as public character? An example of
all holy and heavenly tempers, filling the heart so as to shine through
the life? Consequently, is not his whole life, if he walks worthy of his
calling, one incessant labour of love; one continued tract of praising
god, and helping man; one series of thankfulness and beneficence?
Is he not always humble, always serious, though rejoicing evermore;
mild, gentle, patient, abstinent? may you not resemble him to a
guardian angel, ministering to those “who shall be heirs of salvation?”
Is he not one sent forth from god, to stand between god and man, to
guard and assist the poor, helpless children of men, to supply them
both with light and strength, to guide them through a thousand known
and unknown dangers, till at the appointed time He returns, with those
committed to his charge, to his and their Father who is in heaven?

O who is able to describe such a messenger of god, faithfully
executing his high office! working together with god, with the
great Author both of the old and of the new creation! (WjW, vol. 10,
487–488)
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been a great source of wealth at this time in its history, but greed
doesn’t require the prospects of a lot of money. It’s simply an atti-
tude of the heart. Peter expected them to be eager to serve (v. 2)
for the sake of serving. Their zeal and enthusiasm were to come
from the ministry itself, not from the prospect of obtaining money.

Their faithfulness to these expectations would result in a great
reward: And when the Chief Shepherd appears, you will
receive the crown of gory that will never fade away (v. 4)
jesus himself, the Chief Shepherd (a term used only here, but
see Heb. 13:20), will give them a crown of glory when He
returns. The imagery of a crown here isn’t the kingly crown but
the victor’s crown, a wreath of amaranth flowers, which nor-
mally would wither in a short time. This crown, though, would
never fade. They would receive the commendation, “Well done,
good and faithful servant” (matt. 25:21, 23), the greatest glory
any of us could hope for.

Expectation of the Young (1 Pet. 5:5–9)
In verses 5–9, Peter gave practical advice to the young men

in the churches (in contrast to “those who are older” and the
“elders” of v. 1, both of which use the same greek word). These
young men (v. 5) may have held positions within the churches
as associate pastors, or they may be addressed here simply
because they were also expected to set an example. There can
be no doubt, though, that these expectations also applied to
women of all ages; they are universal.

Be submissive to those who are older (v. 5) is an important
expectation. The church would never function properly if every-
one led and no one followed. Those who were younger or less-
experienced (or simply younger in their walk with the lord) were
to willingly place themselves under the authority of those who
were leaders. It is interesting to note that the word translated 
older in the NIV is the same word for “elder” in verse 1, which
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may indicate that this was an admonition to submit to the elders
of the church. (See 1 Thess. 5:12–13.) 

Clothe yourselves with humility toward one another 
(1 Pet. 5:5). The word clothe (used only here in the New Testa-
ment) is derived from a greek word that means “a knot or
band.” According to one commentator, the corresponding noun
referred to an apron worn by slaves that they tied tightly around
the waist to keep them clean. The close correlation of the word
clothe with a slave indicates that the young men should be will-
ing to assume lowly positions in the church, just as jesus did
when He girded himself with a towel (an apron) and washed the
feet of the disciples (john 13:4–5). This attitude of humility is
not easy to develop, but god gives grace to the humble and
will enable them to meet this expectation (1 Pet. 5:5; see also
Prov. 3:34).

The young men were also to humble themselves under
God’s mighty hand (1 Pet. 5:6). It is possible that here Peter
was referring to the trials and persecutions they were enduring,
which served to teach humility. Once the lesson was learned and
their character had been developed, god would lift them up in
due time (v. 6). god himself was not the cause of their trials,

WORDS FROM WESLEY

1 Peter 5:5

When our inmost soul is thoroughly tinctured therewith, it
remains that we “be clothed with humility.” The word used by St.
Peter seems to imply that we be covered with it as with a surtout
[an overcoat]; that we be all humility, both within and without;
tincturing all we think, speak, and do. let all our actions spring
from this fountain; let all our words breathe this spirit; that all men
may know we have been with jesus, and have learned of Him to
be lowly in heart. (WjW, vol. 6, 398)
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but He was certainly in control. He often allows trials to perfect
His people. (See james 1:2–4; Heb. 12:10–11; rom. 8:28.)

Cast all your anxiety on him because he cares for you (1 Pet.
5:7). Peter expected these Christians to trust god. It’s understand-
able that they were anxious, given their suffering, but they needed
to hold on to the fact that god cared for them—that He loved them
more than they loved themselves, wanted to bless them more than
they wanted to be blessed, wanted to provide for their needs more
than they wanted to be provided for. Once we understand god’s
great love for us, we can’t help but forget our troubles.

Be self-controlled and alert (v. 8). This matter required their
instant attention, especially in the face of their suffering. Suffering
can either make us better or bitter. It can mold our character or
destroy us. We cannot afford to be lazy and inattentive, because
our enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking
for someone to devour (v. 8). Enemy is a translation of the
Hebrew word for Satan. The greek word is used of an opponent in
a lawsuit (matt. 5:25) or for an adversary. Satan is out to get us.

We must resist him, standing firm in the faith (1 Pet. 5:9).
james said, “resist the devil, and he will flee from you” (james
4:7). That’s right. He’ll take right off once you decide to resist, once
you stand on your faith and determine to trust the lord. Contrary

WORDS FROM WESLEY

1 Peter 5:8

But in the mean time watch. There is a close connection between
this and the duly casting our care upon Him. How deeply had St.
Peter himself suffered for want of watching! Be vigilant—As if he
had said, awake and keep awake. Sleep no more, be this your care.
As a roaring lion—Full of rage, seeking—With all subtlety likewise,
whom he may devour or swallow up—Both soul and body. (eNNT)
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to popular opinion, Satan is not all-powerful. He is not all-knowing.
He is not all-present. He is a limited being with limited power, and
we have the power to resist him and send him running. That is great
news for these suffering Christians. They need to stand firm, then,
because you know that your brothers throughout the world are
undergoing the same kind of sufferings (1 Pet. 5:9). They needed
to be strong as a witness to others undergoing trials.

Expectation of God (1 Pet. 5:10–11)
Peter fully expected that god would be faithful. And the

God of all grace . . . after you have suffered a little while,
will himself restore you and make you strong, firm and
steadfast (v. 10). The word while doesn’t appear in the greek
text, so Peter might actually have been referring to intensity, not
time. They are really only suffering a little in comparison to
what Christ had suffered for them. And their suffering is quite
short-lived, because god is gracious. He will restore them, a
reference to finishing, completing, or repairing. god will repair
us and bring to completion what is lacking in our character. He
has called you to his eternal glory in Christ (v. 10), and we
can be assured that He will deliver on His promises. Peter ended
with a doxology: To him be the power for ever and ever.

WORDS FROM WESLEY

1 Peter 5:10

Now the God of all grace—By which alone the whole work is
began, continued, and finished in your soul: after ye have suffered
awhile—A very little while, compared with eternity: himself—ye have
only to watch and resist the devil: the rest god will perform: perfect—
That no defect may remain: stablish—That nothing may overthrow
you: strengthen—That ye may conquer all adverse power: and settle
you—As a house upon a rock. So the apostle, being converted, does
now strengthen his brethren. (eNNT)
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Amen (v. 11; see 4:11), a reminder to his readers that god is
the one who is ultimately in control. He is the all-powerful one,
not the enemy.

Concluding Remarks (1 Pet. 5:12–14)
Peter mentioned that he wrote this letter with the help of

Silas (v. 12). This is the same Silas mentioned in Acts 15–18; 
2 Corinthians 1:19; and 1 Thessalonians 1:1. He was a trusted
companion of Paul. Since the greek of 1 Peter is so much more
polished than the rough greek of 2 Peter, many have assumed
from this verse that Silas here acted as Peter’s secretary.

In any case, Peter wrote this letter for the purpose of encourag-
ing you and testifying that this is the true grace of God (1 Pet.
5:12). In luke 22:32, jesus had told Peter, “But I have prayed for
you, Simon, that your faith may not fail. And when you have turned
back, strengthen your brothers.” And that is exactly what Peter set
out to do in this short letter. He testified to the truth of the grace that
god offers in times of suffering. Now his readers must stand fast
in it (1 Pet. 5:12). He knew that “god’s solid foundation stands
firm” (2 Tim. 2:19) and exhorted them to hold fast to it.

Two interesting questions are in 1 Peter 5:13. She who is in
Babylon, chosen together with you, sends you her greetings.
The first question is who is she? Some believe Peter was speak-
ing of the church from which he was writing. But because he
also mentioned so does my son Mark, the logical assumption
is that he was speaking of a particular person. Because he didn’t
mention her name, it was probably someone already known to
the recipients of this message.

Peter asked them to Greet one another with a kiss of love 
(v. 14). This was the custom of the day, equivalent to our modern-
day hug or handshake. The final benediction comes at the end of
verse 14: Peace to all of you who are in Christ. When we are
in Christ, in a personal relationship with Him, there is peace even
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in the midst of the storm. jesus said, “In this world you will have
trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world” (john 16:33).

DISCUSSION
The way of the world is to seek attention for one’s own sake.

But the way of Christ is to exercise genuine humility—to make
oneself “nothing” in order to serve god and others.

1. Why do you think some people lord their leadership over
others?

2. What are the rewards mentioned for faithful leaders? What
examples have you seen of faithful leaders in the church? In what
ways were they examples to others?

3. To exercise leadership requires having vision and a desire to
see things accomplished. yet humility is listed as a key characteristic
of a good leader. How is it possible for a leader to be both ambitious
and humble?

4. What are the things that cause the most stress in our society?
In you? In what practical ways can we cast all of our anxieties on
Christ?

5. Peter pictured the enemy as a roaring lion, seeking to
devour us. In what ways does the enemy attack us? How can we
be prepared to deal with those attacks?

6. What habits or activities support you in developing self-
control and in standing firm when tempted? What habits or
activities detract from your ability to resist?

PRAYER
most Holy god, grant us a spirit of humility that will strengthen

us against the wiles of the Devil. Help us to remain connected to
the vine, Christ jesus and His church, that we may not become sep-
arated from the flock and devoured by that prowling lion.
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